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INTRODUCTION
“Babalon” is a key representation of eroticized, divine, feminine force in Aleister Crowley’s
cult of Thelema, but Babalon has evolved from her Thelemic roots into an entity that has gained
wider attention from esoteric practitioners and theoreticians interested in embodied aspects of
sexuality. The embodied manifestations of the mythological and symbolic potencies of
Babalon as a revolutionary force, as promoted by key figures associated with her current during
the 20th Century, hinge upon women developing an authoritative status as practitioners of sexmagic. This requires an ontological shift that gives women autonomous agency in theory and
practice, and supports the development of magical paradigms that transcend binary,
heterosexual modalities of gender/sexual expression.
However, coherent practices that support this position are scarce due to a paucity of sources
and recorded accounts of sexual practices authored by women, as well as the many androcentric
biases found in esoteric traditions both East and West. Academic research is gradually shedding
light upon hidden aspects of women’s history and the female magical body and its occult
anatomy is in the process of excavation. This process has relevance to the evaluation of every
magical system and how women’s participation is supported within them. The lived body of
women and its sexuality presents a problem to pretty much every intellectual, philosophical,
religious and esoteric tradition. Elizabeth Grosz highlights how modern theories on
corporeality produced by Nietzsche, Foucault, Deleuze and Guattari have little of help in
understanding corporeal, sexual difference and indeed that ‘none seem aware that the
specificities of the female body remain unexplained’1. This lack of acknowledgment of the
specificity of women’s bodies and inherent erotic phenomenology continues to the present and
is often perpetuated in esoteric systems, and if it is represented it is usually seen in relationship
to male physiology/subtle body rather than a vehicle of magical transformation in its own right.
A consequence of these difficulties is that many models of esoteric phenomenology and subtle
anatomy do not fully or accurately reflect the lived experiences of female practitioners who
seek an authentic path of exploration within the sexual mysteries.
The promulgation of esoteric sexual practices within Western mystery traditions began to
emerge overtly in various occult organizations during the nineteenth Century occult revival
and women actively participated in this process. During the twentieth Century, women have
continued to innovate and contribute to contemporary currents in esotericism, but the ongoing
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systemic biases within many of these traditions are still problematic and many issues remain
unresolved in terms of generating progressive ontology, epistemology and esoteric
phenomenology that would empower women to develop authoritative knowledge systems
within contemporary sex-magical practices. In contrast, feminist philosophers and
theoreticians such as Elizabeth Grosz, Phillipa Berry, Rosi Braidotti and Luce Irigaray have
(since the late twentieth century) actively contributed to generating challenging discourse upon
the subjectivity of women, which have implications for the development of progressive models
of femininity within esoteric practices. The work of Irigaray on the subject of sexual difference
is given particular consideration in this paper and the implications of recent scientific studies
on sexual arousal in women are also briefly examined. In addition, a selection of extracts from
Tantric sacred texts which attribute specificities to women’s subtle anatomy are examined in
the context of the research and practice presented in this paper. Other relevant textual sources
that shed light upon women’s participation in sexual practices within these traditions are also
briefly highlighted.
Present day discourse on Babalon is often positioned within something of an esoteric
battleground whereby many of the issues concerning the magical subjectivity of women, sexual
freedom, debates on sexuality and gender and the direction of contemporary Thelema collide.
Babalon is a powerful archetype that magnifies many long supressed elements of women’s
magical sexuality and those who are drawn to explore and represent her current take on a huge
challenge in terms of negotiating a progressive magical ground. Yet, precisely because she is
so enmeshed with these very deep rooted problems, she also represents their resolution, and
this is arguably why she has persisted as a potent symbol of female magical sexuality that has
outgrown her original Thelemic context. It is suggested in this paper that alternative
interpretations of relevant Thelemic sacred texts such as Liber 418 are needed in order to
reaffirm the status of Babalon as an avatar of paradigm shifting magical sexuality, as well as
the development of technologies that empower women with active magical agency within
embodied sexual practices— a prospect that challenges many fundamental principles regarding
the role of women/femininity in the Western magical tradition. It can therefore be construed
that it is in the many gaps in knowledge regarding how the lived body of women relate to
esoteric models of magical sexuality that many keys to reformed magical agency can be found
(referred to in this case as the Body of Babalon or Body 156 throughout this paper).
Although this paper addresses omissions in regards to the lived body of women within the
sphere of sex-magical praxis and the magic of Babalon — the gynocentric model used here is
part of a wider overview of the 156 Current which is construed as a continuum of sexual gnosis
4

and practices that offer radical notions of reform that include anyone seeking to follow an
esoteric path dedicated to Babalon. It is further suggested that traditional, heteronormative
models of sexuality and gender have not only sabotaged the progress of women within the
sexual mysteries but have also limited the contributions of every other individual regardless of
sex or gender identity, and as a result there are vast uncharted territories of magical sexuality
yet to be uncovered. The model of esoteric sexuality presented in this paper is focused upon
developing gynocentric pathways, but also maintains that every individual has the right to
explore their relationship to the lived body and its sexuality as they will — which in the practice
of sex-magic, an intensely focused exploration of the interaction between the physical and
spiritual aspects of sexuality, becomes a sacred activity. In other writings, the complex
intersections between physical and virtual aspects of sexuality implicit in this model are
explored and traditional heteronormative/binary models of magical sexuality are challenged,
using strategic forms of essentialism that are inclusive to the entire spectrum of planetary
sentience.2 In another project, a virtual model of the ‘Body 156’ envisioned as the Grail of
Babalon creates a platform intended to honour and give presence to the infinite variety of
individual experience within the erotic-gnostic Body of Babalon.3
This paper documents a singular interpretation of specific aspects of the magic of Babalon,
based upon my own direct experiences as a female individual of pansexual orientation and is
not intended to create barriers to the expression or contributions of anyone else. The pursuit of
sex-magic is bound with a desire to follow principles and pathways that encourage intellectual
exploration, embodied manifestations and sacred practices inspired by erotic forms of
conjunctio. The remit of the 156 Current overall suggests a huge collaborative enterprise
between practitioners and researchers from every type of background, therefore, although the
wider applications of these ideas are in development, some general principles, theories and
techniques based on the gynocentric approach are suggested here as potential common ground
for further research and as models of magical interaction in practice, which it is hoped will
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contribute to the ongoing gnostic continuum of the 156 Current and wider discourse within the
study of Esotericism.
By extending this hypothesis, the rationale behind the research and practice in this paper is
reached and it features some personal research and practical strategies which respond to the
problems highlighted previously, as well as briefly examining relevant sources that point to
potential specificities of subtle anatomy, erogenous zones and altered states of consciousness
in women. In combination, the material offers promising theoretical and practical tools by
which a key Thelemic sacred text, Liber 418, can be interpreted to support the development of
innovative sex-magical praxis. The latter half of the paper focuses upon erotic, occult formulas
associated with Aleister Crowley’s Babalon and examines how the foundational motifs and
definitions of Babalon found in Crowley’s ‘Liber 418’ have potential to be explored and
translated as relating to specific esoteric structural dynamics that can be actively cultivated by
women. Liber 418 is interpreted here as a pivotal document that encompasses many diverse
esoteric influences that Crowley absorbed during his magical training, yet due to its origins
within the setting of a lengthy Enochian4 working, is rooted in the work of John Dee and
Edward Kelley (1582-1589). The work of the former and latter produced some unique
iterations of the divine feminine as an erotic force that point to the emergence of a revolutionary
manifestation of the divine erotic feminine in the Western magical tradition. Liber 418 also
articulates the first magical formulations of ‘Babalon’ as being synonymous with the number
156, providing important esoteric keys that a progressive post-Thelemic magical system
dedicated to Babalon could be grounded upon and developed.
RATIONALE
Due to the heuristic aspects of the theories and practices presented in this paper, I will begin
with an introductory overview on rationale, methodology and research strategies before
moving onto the theoretical models and practices that are the main subject of this essay. Many
barriers remain in present day occult systems and practices that hinder the full participation of
women because of the many structural biases that exist within esoteric sex-magical traditions.
These biases impact every aspect of enquiry and must be negotiated before new models of
magical sexuality can be fully articulated. They present a particular challenge to women who
are drawn to work with Babalon within or outside apparently progressive esoteric systems such
as Thelema. Paradoxically, although Crowley was responsible for unleashing the revolutionary
A term commonly used by present day occult practitioners to identify the magical system created by John Dee
and Edward Kelley in the sixteenth Century.
4
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archetype of Babalon upon the world, his attitude to women was problematical: although he
clearly valued many archetypes of the sacred feminine, he did not attribute active magical
agency to women. As a result, women’s path to sex-magical attainment within Thelema has
been articulated primarily through a passive relationship to the solar-phallic masculine force,
an arrangement in accord with traditional gender attributions within the Western magical
traditions. Crowley’s interpretations of Babalon were embellished and modified through the
work of his followers such as Kenneth Grant and Jack Parsons during the last century. The
writings of Parsons and Grant ascribed a more active and autonomous magical agency to
Babalon and her female avatars, even if their work did not wholly supply the necessary
formulas and practices to support their theories. During the infamous Babalon Working,
Parsons and his magical partner Ron Hubbard were told that on completion of the final stages
of the rites designed to bring about the Birth of Babalon—‘Thou shalt recognize by the sign
Babalon is born. It is new birth, all things are changed-the signs, the symbols, the everything’.5
Kenneth Grant believed that Babalon (viewed from his concept of a Nu-Isiac current)
represents a radical, erotic, esoteric soteriology that places women in magical authority,
insisting that ‘women will lead the initiatory system of the new aeon’.6 These are extraordinary
concepts/statements and if one concurs with Grant and Parsons (as the research and practice in
this paper does), they present a huge challenge to female practitioners. In particular, they raise
the thorny issue of how women may take up the initiatic role—a task which implies a radical
retheorization of female magical sexuality.
At present, theories and practices that would support cohesive development of such
esoteric knowledge systems are at a germinal state, and one finds many barriers to articulating
new models. A fundamental problem is the difficulty inherent in articulating how the erotic
subtle body as a fluid psychic subjectivity is grounded in the lived body of women within
esoteric traditions—reflecting wider historical problems highlighted by feminist theory
concerned with gender, language, ethics and aesthetics. Braidotti sees the redefinition of the
subject woman/women as ‘no less than a change of civilization, of genealogy, of a sense of
history’’7. Irigaray called for new concepts of time, space and female divinity in order to bring
the female subject into existence. Further, she perceives feminine divinity as a route to
women’s inclusion in the symbolic order and a religious, sensible transcendence.
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Fig 1. 8
Figure.1. Amodali, 2007, Gynander 156, Photo-collage, digital reproduction, sourced from personal archive. This
image is suggestive of Irigaray’s feminine as ‘other’— representing a feminine being that experiences fluid,
oscillating ‘phallic’ and ‘vulvic’ erotic-magical phenomenology.
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Crowley, Parsons and Grant contextualized Babalon within traditional, binary orientations,
but the descriptions of erotic, feminine force in John Dee’s diaries and Crowley’s Liber 418
suggest that Babalon also manifests dissymmetric modalities and forms of divinity which are
mysterious—suggesting horizons which have not been fully explored in which women are
autonomous, self-determined sex-magical agents and may produce innovative forms of
knowing. Again, this is consistant with Irigaray’s insistence upon dissymmetric formulations
of women’s subjectivity which Braidotti comments —‘posits a female, sexed, thinking subject
who stands in dis-symmetrical relationship to the masculine. The feminine thus defined is not
the structure of ‘other’ of a dualistic system that equates the masculine with the universal but
is rather radically and positively other’(see fig.1). 9 However, any retheorization of female
magical sexuality under examination here necessarily moves beyond Irigaray’s virtual
deconstructions of sexual difference and onto consideration of innovative feminine ontology,
epistemology and phenomenology as part of an embodied praxis.
‘Babalon’ is a word that first appeared in the spirit diaries of John Dee. Centuries later
Crowley calculated the gematria of the word as 156. Crowley regarded this discovery as a
significant magical key which differentiates Babalon from the biblical Babylon, a discovery
that was expanded in detail during his magical exploration of the Enochian aethyr of Arn. There
are many aspects of the 156 formula that Crowley did not fully explore, however, offering a
promising field of investigation based on attributing a definitive Enochian provenance to
Babalon and the ongoing 156 Current. Therefore, a hypothesis put forth in this paper is that
although some aspects of Babalon can be broadly interpreted via extant, traditional female
sacred archetypes, she also represents a distinctive figuration of the erotic divine feminine
rooted in the Enochian universe, which has potential to produce innovative ways of knowing.
Methodology
In terms of how the Enochian corpus is approached within this research and practice, it is
best described as a process of reverse engineering whereby the primary focus has been upon
exploring the forms of magical gnosis associated with Babalon within experiential practice and
from there building connections into the wider body of Enochian material. Crowley maintained
that an initiatic element was present in the Enochian system and in regards to Babalon he
determined through his sojourns in the Enochian aethyrs that Babalon is key to the supernal

R.Braidotti, Of Bugs and Women, Engaging with Irigaray: Feminist Philosophy and Modern European Thought,
edited by C.Burke, N.Schor, and M.Whitford. Columbia University Press, New York, 1994, p.121.
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initiation of the Master of the Temple and, crucially, that in her avatar or Scarlet Woman is ‘all
power given’10. Thus Babalon’s mysteries represent an essential lynchpin in the sex-magical
attainment of the magus, regardless of sex or gender identification. Although Crowley’s
observations above have proved useful in personal experimentation — it was unclear how the
156 Current could be developed as a process of magical development as a woman. I felt from
the start that it was necessary to go out on a limb and develop a practice based upon my own
findings on Babalon and use this as the basis for what turned into decades of intense
investigation. In the context of this practice, the word ‘Babalon’ has been found to represent
an energetic, erotic formula that describes the magical body of the priestess and is emblematic
of a distinctive magical system and the key to the initiatic sexual mysteries of the 156 Current11.
The emergence of ‘Babalon’ through the Enochian aethyrs can therefore be regarded as the
emergence of a quintessence of feminine sexual gnosis that has emerged from within the
negative spaces of Western magical traditions. ‘Babalon’ marks the beginning of an influential
transmission of a gynocentric sex-magical current in the West, with potential for producing
sophisticated, embodied practices that confer specific forms of magical agency upon women.
In this way, the erotic consciousness associated with Babalon presented in this paper is
understood to be a substrate of the Enochian universe that is in a process of excavation. As
such, it can thus be classified under the banner of Enochiana, a term devised by Egil Asprem
to define the activities of the various traditions, systems and individuals that have incorporated
or developed Dee’s work since its Elizabethan inception. Asprem identifies three primary
discursive strategies that have been used by exponents of the Enochian system. 12 He
differentiates the ‘purist turn’ of theoreticians and practitioners who focus primarily upon the
original source material created by Dee and Kelley from those who use the later Golden Dawn
interpretations of the system, as well as acknowledging more recent innovative approaches
which build on or diverge from these earlier sources, including those of practitioners who claim
to have forged contact and received new material from the Enochian angelic intelligences.
A.Crowley, Liber Al Vel Legis, in Gems from the Equinox, edited by Israel Regardie, Phoenix, Arizona, U.S.A,
Falcon Press, 1982, p.78.
11
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sexuality but it would be highly presumptuous and inappropriate to make any general assumptions regarding its
relevance beyond my own personal practice. Much discourse and collaboration is necessary at present to develop
practices and models to fully incorporate the many diverse perspectives of those engaged in sex-magical practices
dedicated to Babalon.
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The research and practice presented herein uses all of these approaches in combination but
is weighted towards an innovative method. There is a purist core that draws directly on the
primary source material of Dee and Kelley, but also equally acknowledges the importance of
Crowley’s Enochian material. Although Crowley’s ingress into Enochian magic was largely
influenced by the Golden Dawn interpretation of the system, his exploration of the aethyrs was
innovative and as already mentioned, produced Liber 418, primary source material on Babalon.
However, my findings marked a radical departure from most contemporary interpretations of
the Enochian system and resulted in a practice based wholly upon sexual magic, using Babalon
as the primary point of ingress into the Enochian mysteries.
This resulted in the formulation of what I have termed the Body 156, an experiential lens
through which the Enochian universe has been interpreted. Because of the aforementioned
problems inherent within Thelema and wider contextual sources, grounding and
contextualizing this experiential/innovative process within an adaptable, procedural model and
a sturdy reflexive methodology has not been an easy task. I have gradually developed an
epistemological framework that situates experiential practice and reflexive research within a
process of metanoia (the term being adopted in the sense sometimes used in feminist
hermeneutics in seeking to find ways of redressing androcentric imbalances found in religious
and occult traditions) by exploring notions of esoteric femininities outside of hegemonic,
androcentric structures. As the complex phenomenology and magical cultivation of women’s
sexual response and analogous altered states of consciousness within magical settings and
practices is sparsely researched and recorded, it is proposed here that as Parsons and Grant
insisted the articulation, unveiling or uncovering (Grk, apokálypsis) of radical, innovative
configurations of magical sexuality by women is an essential aspect of Babalon’s remit. I
maintain that in this regard an experiential heuristic methodology is not only inevitable but
essential.
Experiential Praxis
The experiential method that informs this paper is based upon the cultivation of selfinduced ecstatic, trance techniques which produce changes in consciousness that can be best
described as hyper-charged, erotic, gnostic states. The context of this ongoing practical work
is rooted in a long series of ritual invocations of Babalon during the 1980s which resulted in
extremely disorientating experiences of magical possession. This produced euphoric,
delirious, hallucinatory states as well as an excruciating, erotic hyper-sensitivity which
generated spontaneous full body orgasms of extreme duration and many other psycho-physical
11

phenomena. It was an inordinately difficult process to assimilate these experiences, but over
time it was understood that these eruptions of sensory overload were the magical ground of a
specific sacred technology that was identified with a state of gnosis or ‘Babalon’. These
extraordinary, hyper-libidinous phenomena produced a wide variety of altered states of
consciousness, which in turn generated a rich experiential language — a complex set of
phenomenological dynamics that flow between the erogenous zones of the body and
corresponding subtle anatomy.
Many sources have been used to evaluate the types of ‘Altered States of Consciousness’
(the term will be abbreviated to ASCs in subsequent references) produced by this selfgenerated practice. This includes extensive research on how sexual energy is viewed in
esoteric traditions and used in sacred technologies such as South Asian Tantric traditions, as
well as investigating relevant developments in the fields of psychology and neuroscience —
including studies on women’s sexual response, psychedelic substances and ASCs. Tart’s
definitions of states of consciousness13 set out a neutral system which distinguishes so called
‘baseline states of consciousness’ (b-SoC) from ‘discreet states of consciousness’ (d-SoC) and
‘discreet altered states of consciousness’(d-ASC) — taking into account that all of these states
are subjective to each individual. Tart created a series of experiential criteria for detecting an
altered state of consciousness and sets out how various disruptive factors can break down
baseline states (again, these factors will vary in their effect on individuals) and temporarily
restructure consciousness. Although Tart emphasizes the temporary nature of most ASCs, he
also acknowledges the possibility of creating longer lasting changes through stabilization of
the ASCs14. The notion of systemization and stabilization of ASCs in this context is useful in
understanding how esoteric practitioners can potentially become acclimatized to extremely
disorientating, disruptive factors (sexual energy in this case) and how despite the initially
disturbing effects of these phenomena, go on to develop practices which produce more
permanent, radical changes in consciousness.

13

‘A discrete altered state of consciousness (d-ASC) refers to a d-SoC that is different from some baseline state
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In this way, correlations were found in practice between different levels of trance states,
erotic response and magical proprioceptive awareness. Although the unusual phenomena
(described above) manifested initially as uncontrollable and life changing occurrences—the
ASCs associated with Babalon gradually became stabilized as modes of consciousness and
somatic expressions that could be triggered at will and engaged with as part of a cohesive
process. The cultivation of both active and passive trance states during possession resulted in
the erasure of interoceptive and exteroceptive boundaries and the eruption of non-verbal
dimensions of consciousness which had a dramatic, motile effect upon the physical body—
an orgasmic, kinetic force. Babalon was experienced within this erotic, energetic flux as a
physical accumulation of the macrocosmic Eros that activates sex-magical currents inherent
within the body. The ASCs became linked with recognizable, phenomenological patterns and
trance states that were induced and prolonged by amplifying and expanding the extreme
sensations of physical orgasm using a variety of self-developed, kinesthetic techniques. As my
understanding of the erotic energies associated with Babalon developed, I began to crystalize
the somatic and subtle architecture of the Body 156.
A major factor in developing, systematic, progressive, physical sex-magical practices was
the discovery (again during the 1980s) of a spectrum or gradation of erotic, motile force
inherent within the Body 156 which can be cultivated in solo practice to produce
transformations of body-consciousness and can also be communicated in ritual settings 15 (see
fig 2.). Although the findings have significant correlations and intersections with the Enochian
material of Dee/Kelley, Crowley and Parsons, it became evident that the 156 Current has
further potential for development that superseded their collective corpus and my research and
practice was formulated in response. Although it is impossible to predict how any individual
may respond to the training and techniques used to develop the Body 156 beyond these initial
investigations. It is hoped that further experimentation by fellow practitioners will test their
usefulness. It has also been found in practice that due to the focus upon using the body as a
vehicle of gnostic experience within the 156 Current, one encounters what can be described
as a painful but therapeutic magical space—a psycho-physical repository of suppressed
feminine mana, an incubative void that mirrors the very real suppression of women in history.
The taboo and suppression of embodied feminine sexuality has continued throughout the
history of Christian esotericism, with erotic elements of the divine feminine rendered
15
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Fig 2.16

Figure 2. Amodali in collaboration with R.Cook, 1999, Raising the Graal, a photographic image sourced from
personal archive. This image was captured during a photo session documenting spontaneous movement whilst
experiencing altered states of consciousness and deep erotic entrancement during a Babalon invocation.
16
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symbolically for the most part within the Hermetic, Alchemical, Gnostic, Jewish Kabbalistic
currents and lineages of the Gnostic Church, Rosicrucianism and Freemasonry. The embodied,
sexual formulas used in Randolph’s Hermetic Brotherhood of Luxor, the OTO of Reuss and
Crowley, Grant’s OTO and Parsons’ interpretation of the Babalon Current that emerged from
the nineteenth century occult revival, are all rooted in heteronormative, polarized contexts,
which as already examined, traditionally reinforce a passive role for women.
The absence of women’s active participation in sex-magical traditions creates a contour
that enables enquiry by analysis of omission, but the direct forms of gnosis experienced in
practice as described above, contribute some useful positive theory that counters the visceral
sense of erasure one can experience in mainstream traditions. Although the heterosexual
magical formulas found in the many versions of Hieros Gamos in esoteric systems traditionally
represent a route to the highest esoteric arcana, it can be construed that corresponding physical
practices should not be perceived as mandatory to the sex-magical development of women,
particularly in their current state. Arguably, before these formulas can be fully reformed it is
important that female magicians move towards developing solo practices that result in
adepthood as sexual magicians. In other words, authority is achieved through a life-long
independent progression in the sexual mysteries as a woman, a Great Work which has its own
trajectory and initiatic progression and is based upon active cultivation of magical sacraments
and rites of initiation.
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Research
In the attempt to build a rigorous reflexive method, a wide ranging research into esoteric
sexual traditions has been undertaken, as introduced earlier. In examining texts from nonWestern sources on women’s participation in esoteric traditions, an etic perspective has been
employed which concurs with comments by Versluis upon the lack of a coherent academic
framework for comparative esotericisms17. Thus in evaluations of textual material on inner,
phenomenological experiences within esoteric practices, direct parallels between personal
experiences and those of other traditions are not assumed. However, some aspects of South
Asian Tantric traditions have been sourced and become syncretically enmeshed with
interpretations of Babalon in theory and practice, e.g. Grant’s inclusion of Tantric elements
into the Typhonian OTO and the symbolism in certain passages of Liber 418 that will be
examined further below. Thus, I feel examining Tantric theory and how women may have
engaged in such practices is a valid reflexive research strategy and is useful in uncovering how
aspects of the lived body such as erogenous zones and patterns of arousal experienced by
women may shape subtle anatomy and magical consciousness. I am profoundly grateful for
the reference points that can be found within sacred texts that describe the divine feminine and
women’s participation in these traditions, particularly as Tantric texts show great technical
sophistication in approaching esoteric aspects of sexual energy.
In this context, some theoretical basis for specificities in the grounding of subtle, erotic
force in women’s bodies can be found in the South Asian Tantras in the array of conceptual
bipolar oppositions employed to describe the structural dynamics of the cosmos which are
given gendered attributions. Tantric practices expound the means to unite and transmute cosmic
bipolar forces, variously described as the masculine pure consciousness (Skt, puruṣa), and the
feminine primordial materiality (Skt, prakṛti), or the feminine Wisdom (Skt, prajna, Tib, shes
rab) and the masculine Skillful Means/Method (Skt, Upaya Tib, thabs), through the
interrelationship of analogous polarised currents of subtle force that flow in the body and
physical essences/sexual fluids. Both Indian and Tibetan and traditional medicine describe
three major channels that condense this force in the body as a central channel (Skt, suṣumṇā,
Tib, dbu) flanked in polarity by a solar/red/masculine piṅgala (Skt), ro (Tib) and
lunar/white/feminine iḍā (Skt), rkyang (Tib) channels. In traditional Tibetan medicine a
complex of red-solar and white-lunar elements or essences which possess subtle energy and

A. Versluis, What is Esoteric? Methods in the Study of Western Esotericism,
esoteric.msu.edu/VolumeIV/methods.htm, last accessed Dec1st 2018.
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correspond to sexual/reproductive fluids are considered to exist in all humans, but are
concentrated differently and flow in different directions according to sex. Thus, the flow of life
energy in women is regarding as flowing in the opposite direction from men. 18
In her study on nondualistic Kaśmir Śaivism, Lillian Silburn describes the twin currents of
kuṇḍalinī that govern life as comprised of Prāna (vital energy) and Vīrja (virile potency).

19

Tantric texts in this study also expound that Prāna is considered to predominate in women due
to a belief that they possess a much wider central channel and as a result, experience a greater
supply of vital force. For example, Abhinavagupta’s commentary in the Tantrāloka states—
‘For what characterises woman is the expansion of the central way: in her, the energy of the
centre in suṣumnānāḍī or in madhyanāḍī’, as well as the womb, are in constant expansion.20 In
further reference to this theory, David Gordon White draws on a number of Tantric texts and
suggests that the powerful and constant flow of vital energy in the central channel of women
may provide the propulsive force for the magical power of flight. 21 Of particular interest is the
Kākacaṇḍeśvaramīta’s reference to women’s propensity for flight, and White’s theory that this
ability may be rooted ‘in the particular aerodynamics of the subtle body of women’ as portrayed
in medieval sources.
The dynamic aspects of the divine feminine is again featured in the Sāmkhya philosophy,
in the relationship between the masculine Puruṣa and the feminine Prakṛti which causes subtle
conscious to arise. Prakṛti is conceived as being constantly in motion and interestingly Jay
Johnson links these examples of gendered specificities to draw attention to Irigaray’s notion
that female and male energy move in different ways. 22 In addition, further specificities can be
deduced from the research of David Gordon White who identifies a similarity between the
female wisdom of the Tibetan prajñā-pāramitā teachings and the epithet kulāgamā found in
the Kaulajñānanirṇaya of Matsyendranātha, and speculates that both refer to a fluidic form of
gnosis passed on via female secretions.23
18
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Thus an expansive, motile, dynamic force and psycho-physical Wisdom element is
attributed to the feminine principle and women in Tantric traditions that are also embodied in
practice. In theory, the symmetrical arrangement of subtle force supports yogic sexual practices
in men and women equally, both within internal cultivation and consort practices. Yet, despite
the plethora of representations of the female principle in Tantric teachings, symbolism, art and
architecture, it is difficult to find evidence that contradicts Ronald Davidson’s conclusion —
‘Out of the hundreds of ritual manuals from the esoteric period surviving in Sanskrit,
translated into Tibetan, Chinese, Newar, Uyghur, and other languages, out of the hundreds
of exegetical works describing ritual systems in those several languages, out of the
lineages— living and dead — in Tibet, Nepal Burma, Nana-chao, China, Japan, Mongolia,
Sri Lanka, and many other places, esoteric specialists have yet to uncover a single text or
lineage that preserves instructions about yogic or sexual practices that relate to women’s
position.24
Although there are variations in the configurations of subtle anatomy across the South
Asian Tantras which correspond to different historical eras, traditions, teachings, practices,
etc, the traditional schema of subtle anatomy that portray the features and emanations of the
subtle body are usually superimposed on male physiology. Associated yogic practices most
often portray the interplay of polarized male and female energies within the male body of the
yogin. In accounts of physical consort practices, even if the Karmamudrā (Skt) or "action
seal" is required to undergo training in order to participate, she is usually portrayed in a
supportive role to the yogin. 25 Although the practices clearly have benefit to the female
participant it is not entirely clear how the process is experienced by the female consort. In
Women on the way to Enlightenment, Yael Bentor suggests that these omissions in Tantric
Buddhism are due to the perception that the process is the same in men and women. 26
It should be noted that counterbalancing material is gradually emerging which mitigates
some of the accusations of bias within Tantric traditions made by Western scholars and
practitioners. Bentor draws attention to Tantric Buddhist texts which affirm women’s ability
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to attain the highest levels of practice and reach enlightenment within consort practices.
However, she advises maintaining some scepticism as to whether such teachings address both
male and female practitioners equally, as all have been written from a male perspective. By
contrast, a recent translation of the autobiography of a renowned Tantric Buddhist yogini, Sera
Khandro (1892-1940), provides a rare insight into Karmamudrā practices from a woman’s
perspective.27 Khandro describes how she arrives at an understanding of the female
‘vajra body’ (Subtle body) during a dream in which she is given instruction by the yogic tantric
master Kukkuripa.28 Most interesting in regards to consort practice is that Khandro is shown
how to consecrate the male practitioner into a thirteen stage process of union in which it is
necessary for the male consort to ejaculate. This instruction is in stark contrast to the many
traditional teachings such as the Kalachakra Tantra which uses seminal retention as one of the
central technical elements of practice. Khandro’s description of the arrangement of the female
vajra body, solo cultivation process and use of a male consort gives a valuable insight into
gynocentric perspectives in Tibetan esoteric sexuality.
Supporting traditional findings, recent scientific studies on sexual response in women may
offer some further insight into the esoteric mechanisms of women’s sexuality. Whipple and
Komisaruk have used PET/ fMRI brain imaging of orgasms to investigate the neurological
features of sexual arousal in women. 29 The experiments found that orgasm can be triggered in
women through a wide variety of stimulus and identified —‘4 different nerve pathways that
carry sensory signals from the vagina, cervix, clitoris and uterus and they can all contribute to
orgasms’30. Although the system of hormonal triggers and nerve pathways which carry the
diverse layers of orgasmic response in women is not yet fully understood, subjects in various
studies describe the phenomena of the so called blended orgasm—an activation of multiple
erogenous zones, generating simultaneous layers of arousal that can merge within repeated or
extended orgasms which is some cases may lead to what are described as “altered states of
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consciousness”31. Dr Beverley Whipple describes the expanded field of erogenous zones as the
extra-genital matrix 32 which MRI data shows can produce orgasm in women through thought
alone. This phenomenon was observed in subjects who experienced orgasm whilst viewing
erotic imagery without touching their body and is linked to heightened activity in the prefrontal cortex in women. In addition, orgasms have been described as elicitable from any part
of the body – ‘the mouth, the nipples, the anus, the hand’33. Heightened activity in other brain
components such as the nucleus accumbens and the paraventricular nucleus of the
hypothalamus have also been observed in women during orgasm.
Overall, these sources confirmed findings found in practice that seem to suggest that the
superabundance of prana ascribed to women in Tantric texts may be reflected on a biological
level by a capacity for complex and prolonged orgasmic responses, which Masters and
Johnson termed the ‘Status Orgasmus’.34 Expanding on Masters and Johnson, Morrow
presents findings which show that men can also experience multiple orgasm. Komisaruk
maintains however, that there are specific unique complexities to women’s orgasms and M.H. Colson also draws attention to studies which show specific role of the hormone oxytocin
in the production and intensity of the female orgasm.35These studies indicate useful areas of
research in identifying biological structures and processes that may underpin altered states of
consciousness experienced during the Status Orgasmus in general and more specifically
during experiments in sexual magic.
To summarise, research presented in this paper demarcates a field of enquiry upon the
nature of the specificities of the psycho-physical occult body of women in relation to sexmagical practices, and specifically the magic of Babalon. The field is identified by gaps that
appear in the intersections between traditional models of magical femininity in Western
esoteric traditions, tantric and feminist theory, scientific research and other contextual esoteric
material including Thelemic sacred texts. It is asserted in this context that the initiatic
A term that is used by Komisaruk and Georgiadis with specific meaning in this context. ‘Georgiadis argues that
the OFC may be the basis of sexual control – and perhaps only by letting go, so to speak, can orgasm be achieved.
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imperative attributed to Babalon cannot be successfully explored without investigating this
uncharted territory in terms of re-evaluating the location of the erogenous zones of women,
the dynamics of arousal and how magical forms of Status Orgasmus and a potentially
bountiful flow of prana as put forth by tantric theory may be employed by practitioners as a
potential magical ground for advanced esoteric sexual practices.
Tantric theory and more modern scientific concepts such as Whipple’s ‘extra genital
matrix’36 open many questions in terms of possible specificities in the orientation and
dynamics of vital force in women. For example, how might these specificities have a technical
impact on the negotiation of altered states of consciousness? How might the particular
arrangement of erogenous zones and the multiplicity of substances that women produce
influence the development of practices? How could the whole gamut of subtle and physical
forces as integrated and expressed in terms of polarity in the female body be negotiated in solo
practice? If Babalon represents the eruptive, revolutionary soteriology which can express a
progressive theorization and transfiguration of Eros, the Body and esoteric knowledge systems
as Grant, Parsons and many contemporary occultists believe, how may this be manifest in the
lived body? How might ontology, epistemology and practices associated with Babalon as
sexual initiatrix, embodying a magical femininity that is autonomous, a dissymmetric ‘other’
be developed? It will be argued that passages in Liber 418 can shed some light upon many of
these areas of enquiry.
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LIBER 418 and THE FORMULAS OF ARN
The so called Enochian material produced by Dee and Kelley, Crowley and Parsons is marked
by the appearance of various feminine spirits that manifest during scrying sessions. The spirits
Madimi, Galvah and the ‘Daughter of Fortitude’ who appeared to Dee and Kelley, the various
feminine entities that engage with Crowley (recognized as aspects of Babalon) in Liber 418,
as well as the appearance of Babalon experienced by Parsons during the transmission of ‘Liber
49’, all contribute important insights on the nature of the feminine current within the Enochian
magical universe. Babalon is equated with Wisdom by Crowley 37 and Galvah, the mother of
the angels, tells Dee and Kelley that the female spirits (named in the ‘Sigil dei Ameth’) are
‘all comprehended in me and do attend upon true wisdom’ and that ‘true Wisdom is always
painted with a woman’s garment38 When considered together, the material suggests the
existence of a hypostases of feminine spirits that offer a compelling direction for future
research. It is clear from the corpus of Enochian material from Dee and Kelley through to
Parsons that this feminine way of knowing has actively erotic components, and that Babalon
is the avatar of this principle both as initiatrix within the supernal planes and as an embodied
force.
During Crowley’s exploration of the Enochian aethyrs — The Vision and the Voice (Liber
418), ‘Babalon’ retains much of the symbolism associated with the Biblical Babylon, but
these attributions become reconfigured and contextualized within the complex dimensions of
the Enochian universe. A distinctive feminine voice emerges that seems to reflect both archaic
and innovative aspects of the divine feminine as an erotic force and the material points to a
highly complex feminine, erotic knowledge system that can be construed as possessing the
technical sophistication of Tantric systems when explored in practice. The documentation of
the Enochian Aethyrs in Liber 418 provides useful information in terms of developing
practices that give specific forms of magical agency to women, fulfilling the words of the
Daughter of Fortitude, the self-declared harlot (later identified in modern occulture with
Babalon), who announces to Dee and Kelley, “I sanctify and am not sanctified”39.
Apart from the inherent context that arises from Babalon’s origin from within the
Enochian system and the various streams of Hermetic/Kabbalistic traditions that influenced
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Dee and Crowley, the text is a primary source on Babalon’s magical characteristics. In my
view many of the formulas that Crowley transcribed from the scrying sessions he undertook
represent important key occult signifiers and phenomenological characteristics of a distinctive
sex-magical system that was not fully recognised by Crowley or those who later developed
his work. In the footnote commentaries on the 12th aethyr, Loe, Crowley states that the 156
means the ‘constant copulation or samadhi on everything’.40 During his sojourn within the
second aethyr, Arn, a more nuanced interpretation of the meaning of 156 is given by the angel
of the aethyr.
‘For as the Mother she is 3 by 52,
and as the harlot she is 6 by 26;
but she is also 12 by 13, and that is the pure unity.
Moreover she is 4 by 39, that is, victory over the power of 4,
and in 2 by 78 hath she destroyed the great sorcerer.
Thus is she the synthesis of 1 and 2 and 3 and 4, which being added are 10,
therefore could she set her daughter upon her own throne,
and defile her own bed with her virginity.’41
Here Babalon is given definitive ontological parameters and formulas which generate a
complex order of meaning in terms of esoteric interpretations of Babalon. It is suggested as a
research strategy that these formulas are interpreted not only through traditional tools such as
gematria (as Crowley did in his commentaries on Liber 418) but are explored as representing
a set of energetic dynamics that influence the spectrum of forces that may potentially exist in
dimensions of the Enochian universe. The formulas of Arn have been found useful in practice
to provide ingress into some of the metaphysical and bio-physical laws that govern the
spectrum of erotic energies contained within the 156 Current. The formulas support the theory
put forth earlier that Babalon represents a spectrum of divine feminine force with many
distinctive aspects including the Harlot, Mother, Pure Unity, etc, which point to the existence
of an erotic cosmogeny within the Enochian current. The role of Babalon as representing a
Thelemic interpretation of the Mother and Daughter of the Tetragrammaton is integrated in
this passage within an expanded, technically nuanced and complex set of magical parameters
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which can be usefully explored in developing embodied practices. It can be construed that
each of the formulas represent a highly technical reorientation or retrieval of magical meaning
of various aspects of the erotic, divine feminine. Importantly providing a ‘joined-up’ theory
and magical ground of a feminine sex-magical force by which each aspect is understood as
deeply and profoundly interrelated as well as shedding light upon subtle interrelationships
between the Kabbalistic and Enochian magical systems.
In the final line, Babalon draws obvious comparisons with the Hebrew Goddess, Shekinah,
also called Matrona, the divine feminine force as the ‘Daughter’ or Malkuth — the presence
of the divine feminine in the world of materiality. Yet, historically there has been a missing
link that prevents the establishment of the arc of Kabbalistic perfection implicit in the quote,
arguably due to the suppression of embodied, erotic force in women. The ‘Body of Babalon’
as cultivated by women can thus be investigated as a potential source of this missing link, a
phenomenal form of erotic knowledge that is necessary to complete the sexual mysteries. The
methods used within esoteric practices for attaining religious gnosis, direct insight and
knowledge of realms of divine or higher consciousness, non-human sentience or interdimensional energy, occupy a distinctive realm of human endeavor. Dee and Kelley used the
method of prayer, invocation, crystal scrying and the mediumistic abilities of Kelley to obtain
the Enochian Material. Crowley used chant, physical exhaustion, sexual magic, crystal scrying
and a partnership with Victor Neuberg to obtain the visions of the Enochian Aethyrs in Liber
418. Parsons used ritual, trance and scrying with Hubbard during the Babalon Working.
However, as the Babalon/156 current is concerned with producing embodied sexual wisdom
it would seem essential that women pioneer and author sexual knowledge systems based upon
direct experiences, using invocation and sexual trance/possession and other techniques for the
purpose of investigating the potential female specificities of erotic, altered states of
consciousness in relation to the magic of Babalon.
Using feminist hermeneutics in this reading of Liber 418 and a hypothesis based upon
findings in practice and supported by research mentioned previously, it is suggested that key
sections of the text bear out that the motile, kinetic aspects of women’s sexual energy is a
definitive specificity that shapes magical theorization and practice of sex-magic of the 156
Current. In order to process and develop these theories, a practitioner requires some very
specific ways to articulate pre-verbal, eroticized consciousness, as experienced through a
coherent system of magical signifiers within the female body. As elaborated in the previous
section, a collection of physically dynamic trance techniques was developed which harnessed
the gnostic experiences of Babalon as an erotic-kinetic force, which was necessary in order to
24

explore and understand the structure of the Body 156 and produce a non-textual language to
commune with the mysteries of Babalon at source.
Irigaray's concept of 'La Mysterique'42 has many parallels with the embodiment principles
of Babalon's magic, notably in her comments upon new models of being and knowing that
Philipa Berry Suggests, 'would be appropriate to a new philosophy: a paradoxical dark vision
that can be rooted in matter and the body rather than simply using those degraded terms as a
mirror'43. The magic of the 156 Current would seem to be offer a route to develop such new
philosophies. Irigarary’s notion of the hidden feminine also has parallels with the definition
of the 156 Current presented here, which Berry considers as representing not a mirror or
vacuum but 'a dynamic state of becoming' that ‘serves not as the telos or goal of a feminist
philosophy but as the instrument in the elaboration of a radically new nondualistic mode of
physical, metaphysical and ethical speculation'.44
Babalon’s magic, as will be examined, is concerned with the cultivation of such
mysterious, dynamic states which permeate the experiential magical ground of the feminine
being. Kristeva's interpretation of Plato's philosophical 'Chora' 45 also alludes to a pre-linguistic
sphere. She proposes that the semiotic basis of language derives from the body, its tones,
rhythms and sounds and her 'semiotic chora' is a maternal, poetic space that 'precedes and
underlies figuration and thus specularization, and is analogous only to vocal or kinetic
rhythm'.46 Concepts which have interesting intersections with the maternal formula of 15647
as the ‘3 x 56’ as a means to generate erotic, magical gnosis as well as relationships between
orgasmic arousal and the voice, and the kinetic theory of the septenary aspects of Babalon’s
gnosis as will be explored later.
As well as the number 156, and the motifs based on 7, 7 x 7 and 4 x7 found in the Enochian
corpus, Crowley’s rendering of 156 as embedded within the ‘Star of Babalon’ and the name
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of Babalon in itself are of key importance in developing these practices48. In addition, a key
finding has been that although Crowley’s ‘156’ derivations from Arn delineate some of the
broader metaphysical and magical principles within the current, the septenary formulas in
Liber 418 relate very closely to female embodied practices and subtle anatomy of the priestess.
In this way, the state of constant copulation, the magical ground of 156 as defined by Crowley,
is perceived in practice as merely the mode of ingress, a gateway state of consciousness that
is necessary to begin a deeper experience the path of 156, rather than the final goal.
So, how then can these aspects of sacred femininity be retrieved and how are they
expressed in embodied techniques? As many of Babalon’s signifying attributions are sourced
from within the Enochian system, it can be construed that Babalon has a structural relationship
with the Enochian system as a whole. It is suggested here in accordance with the formulas of
Arn in the previous section, that Babalon represents an energetic, erotic substrate within the
Enochian universe that bears an important relationship to the female body. The motifs and
formulas found throughout the Enochian corpus provide a sematic field that can literally be
fleshed out by the development of the heretofore missing eroto-magical, physical keys. It is at
this juncture that the potential significance of further texts received by Crowley in Arn and
within other aethyrs in Liber 418 becomes useful to practitioners.
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THE SONG of the SIREN
Phenomenologies and Sacred Technologies of BABALON
As Crowley continued scrying the second aethyr, Arn, an elucidation upon the septenary
aspects of Babalon is revealed through what can arguably be described as one of the most
explosive descriptions of the magical ‘Status Orgasmus’, the ‘Song of the Siren’.
‘I am the harlot that shaketh death’
This shaking giveth the Peace of Satiate Lust.
Immortality jetteth from my skull, And music from my vulva.
Immortality jetteth from my vulva also,
For my Whoredom is a sweet scent like a seven-stringed instrument
Played unto God the Invisible, the all-ruler…
That goeth along giving the shrill scream of orgasm.’49
Here we are confronted with the mystery inherent within the spasm of orgasm and the means
by which the feminine principle transmits this force via the multiple emanations of the ‘seven
stringed instrument’. The atypical brief spasm of pleasurable dissipation, is here almost
monstrously exaggerated as a terrifying, resplendent outpouring of mana, diffused through the
body with explosive, violent action or shaking. An orgasmic, kinetic force that is manipulated
with art. The ecstatic interplay of the Thelemic dualities of Chaos - Babalon as representing
the supernal bipolar forces of Wisdom and Understanding and Nuit-Hadit as the expansive
universal force of ecstasy and dissolution countered with a reciprocal retraction into a spark
of immanence — becomes a rhythmic, pulsating tapestry of orgasm, a plaything of the
goddess. The metaphor of the ‘instrument’ played by Harlot is key here. The force of arousal
that triggers physical spasm and trembling in the body is portrayed as a septenary spectrum of
orgasmic energy, a dynamic force that bears some resemblance to Tantric conception of the
erotic, serpentine kundalini force and its vibrations and emanations as rooted in the concept
of ‘Spanda’ (Skt) meaning primordial vibration. The image of the seven stringed instrument
also has some interesting parallels to the Platonic notion of the seven stringed lyre that
generates the music of the spheres.
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Fig.3. ‘The Rose of Creation’.
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Figure.3. Amodali, 2008, Photo-collage, digital reproduction, sourced from personal archive. The image is a
visualisation of the weaving of the ‘Rose of Eternal Creation’ from Aleister Crowley’s ‘ The Vision and the
Voice’ as experienced in practice.
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In practice it has been found that summoning the Harlot in the Song of the Siren as
signifying Babalon evokes a particular orgasmic-kinetic scale of arousal and corresponding
septenary emanations that can be cultivated in women’s bodies and linked to corresponding
erogenous zones and magical forms of consciousness. Women’s ability for highly complex
blended orgasms forged via the multiple erogenous zones, bio-chemical pathways of the
female body as described in the findings of Whipple and Komisaruk as the Extended Genital
Matrix are thus translated into magical states of consciousness with great magical virtuosity,
giving an active role to the Goddess as Babalon and to women in embodied practices.
In the fifteenth aethyr, OXO, the magical technologies that cultivate the septenary
emanations of the Harlot are found in the vivid description of a violent force emanating from
the figure of the dancer (a recurring image of Babalon in the narrative of Liber 418) and the
dance she performs. Here, Babalon appears as ‘a tremendous column of scarlet fire, whirling
forth rebounding, crying aloud’, the fire is revealed as the whirling skirt of the dancer and the
dancer a ‘mighty god’. The force generated by the dancer has direction and particular spatial
characteristics, unfolding in and out from complex movements as she weaves the petals of a
crimson rose of 49 petals. Showing a mastery of dynamic, subtle force in extrusive, centrifugal
motion which sculpts the ‘Rose of Creation’. She whirls and interweaves dynamic, erotic force
in a complex series of circulations around four pillars. The pattern of emanations directed
outside of the body are then contracted into a central point. The whirling, weaving movement
of her dance, typical of the kinetic maelstrom of the enraptured priestess of Teth, forges a
complex structure that amplifies and squares the septenary scale of magical arousal into a
range of 49 emanations, which expands to generate the architecture of the temple of the
Aethyr, unveiling female formulas, with many arcane Rosicrucian allusions.
The nuances of the orgasmic force suggested by the shaking of the Harlot can provide
interesting territory for practitioners who wish to explore the status orgasmus, and the formula
of the ‘Rose of 49 Petals’ points to some important practical features of the phenomenology
of the 156 Current. More than an aesthetic description, the ‘Rose’ represents the manipulation
of subtle force inside and around the body. It shows how the complex interrelationship of the
Rose and Cross can be extended via the body through solo cultivation into a specific sets of
emanations,the polarised forces of female/male, Babalon/Chaos, Nuit/Hadit, or the
Prajna/Upaya, Prāna/Vīrja, Puruṣa/ Prakṛti) of Tantric theory. The formula reveals how the
priestess obtains mastery of the serpent force or Teth and develops the ability to release its
emanations as expansive patterns and also retract them into a singular essence.
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Fig.4-The Septenary Erotic, Kinetic Spectrum of Babalon
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Figure.4. Amodali, 2013, Digital Illustration/ digital reproduction, sourced from personal archive. This
image is a visualisation of the working model of the spectrum of orgasmic energies associated with the arousal
of Babalon, as derived from personal research and used in practice.
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Through the interaction and manipulation of the supernal, bipolar elements analogous to Binah
(Babalon) and Chokmah (Chaos), the dynamics of inner cultivation and initiatic formulas of
Babalon can be explored. In the seventh aethyr of Deo — Crowley sees an angel attempting
to unlock a keyhole in the shape of the Venus symbol. A voice declares that the ‘the key unto
this gate is the balance of the seven and the four’ and goes on to describe how a four and seven
lettered word (identified as Chaos and Babalon) conceal in sequence— a final word, the key
to the abyss52. But in the final line of “Song of the Siren” it is understood that the word of the
Harlot or Babalon is the orgasmic scream, from which one can construe that the key to the
supernal mysteries is found in a supernatural erotically charged vocalisation — a notion that
points to another incredibly nuanced form of research and practice.
The vocalisations produced during erotic arousal are magically potent and in-depth
experimentation has revealed that a scale exists within these utterances that corresponds with
the septenary structure of Babalon’s magic. This has led to the conclusion that these sounds
can be construed as representing specialised forms of mantra latent within the body and the
156 Current. These findings contrast with descriptions of a sexual practice said to reveal a
state of cosmic bliss that is attained via the SUAḤ mantra as described in Abhinavagupta’s
commentaries on the Tantrāloka.53 An important component of this practice is a supernaturally
potent sound said to emanate from the throat of the sexually aroused Tantric consort. The
sītkāra or ‘amorous cry’ has a particular meaning in this context as signifying ‘a desire whose
reality is plenary essence’54 — a sound that is spontaneous and not cultivated but is said to
propel the yogin into higher states of consciousness and enlightenment. However, personal
experimentation has shown that although the orgasmic cry is naturally spontaneous, there are
sub-components within these sounds that can be consciously developed as a magical arte using
active trance states that are attuned to the septenary kinetic spectrum of orgasmic energy
associated with Babalon.
In this way the complex phenomenology and motile force of orgasmic energy is directly
translated into a non-verbal language with multifaceted layers of meaning and expression. The
sounds are produced from liminal states which have spontaneity but are also understood as a

A.Crowley, The Vision and the Voice, in Gems from the Equinox, edited by Israel Regardie, Phoenix, Arizona,
U.S.A, Falcon Press, 1982, p.538.
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non-textual language by which one actively engages with Babalon and her immanence within
the body, and are used to communicate her magic in ritual settings. 55 This aspect of practice
enables the development of a form of ‘ecriture feminine’ 56 unique to each woman, a collection
of pre-textual sonics that possess a rich variety of pitch, volume, rhythm and timbre which
can produce deep somatic awareness and altered states of consciousness. The “Song of the
Siren” can thus be interpreted as pointing to non-textual transmutations of erotic force and
sacred technologies by which to articulate new initiatic formulas.
Additional sacred technologies are inferred in the song with the reference to “immortality”
exuding from the skull and vulva, suggesting the presence of an alchemical menstruum similar
to the ‘dravyam’ or ‘yoni tattva’ 57, the fluid or vulval essence of the Kaula tradition, may
exist in Babalon’s current. Here the Enochian universe provides the matrix and the Harlot
provides the instrument that unites the matter-consciousness of angelic intelligences; thus, the
spectrum of universal sentience and life force united within the body to produces the blood of
the cup, the divine fluid of Babalon. The phenomenology of gathering described in the
movement of the dancer in OXO is again relevant here and linked to a process by which the
uterus becomes not only a mysterious, dynamic space analogous to Kristeva’s Chora but is
actively used as an alchemical vessel by the priestess in cultivating the mysteries of the Graal.
In this way the meaning of the central sacrament of Thelema is wholly reconfigured by
attributing a creative role to the priestess. The magical sublimation of orgasmic force produces
a wide gamut of secretions in women58, inkeeping with the multifaceted structure of The Rose
of Creation, and these experimental practices provide an alternative interpretation to
Rosicrucian/alchemical symbolism such as the ‘Summum Bonum’ of R.Fludd59.
Since 1985, a key aspect of my research has been focussed upon exploring the magical potential of such
orgasmically charged vocal sonics and the creation of a sound body, a series of sonic correspondences that relate
to the different aspects of the septenary mysterium of Babalon. Examples of these vocalisations can be found on
a back catalogue of recorded works listed at https://www.amodali.com/project/mother-destruction/.
56
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Fig 5.

60

Figure.5.The occult anatomy of the Body 156 as an embodiment of Crowley’s formula described in Liber 418
as ‘the balance of the seven and the four’ (In the Enochian aethyr Deo) -, an erotic-somatic key into supernal
initiation. Diagram by Amodali, 2012.
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The advanced techniques associated with this practice produce expansive energetic fields
that cocoon the body and stretch out into the magical, ritual space. It has been reported that
these emanations can be sensed by participants who attempt to attune to the 156 Current
during ritual practices. The energetic layers created by this process are termed The Garments
of Galvah 61and possess a four-part structure. Prototypes of the Body 156 (see fig 5.) can be
created which superficially appear to have some structural similarities to the Kosha
(IAST: kośa) bodies of Sāmkhya metaphysics, the Tantric subtle bodies of the Vajrayoginī, or
the symbolic depictions of the Alchemical Wisdom body of the Rosicrucians. However, again,
as the process under examination is dictated by the complex interaction of the erogenous zones
of the Body 156, it has some distinctive features stemming from its gynocentric structure and
relationship with some key formulas relating to Babalon found in Liber 418.
In his commentary on Atu XI. Lust (which portrays Babalon astride the Beast, holding the
Holy Grail aloft), Crowley states that the symbolism in the card portrays a primitive order of
energy, an erotic form of divine frenzy —‘completely independent of the criticism of reason’.
He also states, ‘there is in this card no attempt to direct the course of the operation’ and
differentiates the formula in the card as ‘the act of the original marriage as it occurs in nature,
as opposed to the more artificial form portrayed in Atu VI, The Lovers.’62 But, the research
and practice outlined in this paper has led to the hypothesis that Crowley’s interpretation of
this operation and Babalon herself is incomplete and flawed. The research into lesser explored
aspects of women’s occult anatomy and their relationship to the magic of Babalon and the pretextual forms of ecstatic gnosis and techniques described in this paper suggest that in a
reformed, gynocentric version of the great work, there is a definite attempt to direct the course
of the operation portrayed in Atu XI. Moreover, the formulas represented by the ‘Rose of 49
Petals’ and the Body 156 that transmute frenzied sexual energy in a technically sophisticated
manner can be applied both to conjoined sexual practices and solo cultivation, during which
the sacrament is actively synthesized by the priestess. In this way Crowley’s allusion to the
alchemical process of distillation shown in Atu.XI, is considered to be accurate but is
interpreted with a gynocentric orientation. Thus, the formulas associated with the central
sacrament of Thelema and contained in ‘The Graal of Babalon’ are transformed and the

See Amodali, ‘The Garments of Galvah and the System ‘156’, https://www.amodali.com/galvah/, posted
by Amodali on May 3rd 2016.
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technical means to establish the active magical agency attributed to Babalon by Grant, Parsons
et al, as well as key magical formulas that fulfil the new aeon potential of Babalon are clarified.
Liber 418 can be therefore be regarded as a cornerstone from which one can build a
timeline of the 156 Current from its origins in the work of Dee and Kelley, the definitive
formulations on Babalon retrieved in the visions of Crowley and also access some germinal
manifestations of the revolutionary feminine current predicted by the work of Parsons and
Grant. Liber 418 provides a framework for channelling the Babalon/156 Current within
technically nuanced models of progressive sex-magical praxis to produce extraordinarily
powerful Status Orgasmus. The Babalon/156 Current resonates with Irigaray's concept of 'La
Mysterique' and her emphasis upon the multiple or plural styles of female sexuality. It also
offers other valuable strategies for new interpretations on women’s magical subjectivity from
the work of feminist philosophers like Berry, Grosz, Braidotti that support post-Thelemic
developments of women’s magical subjectivity.
Conclusion
This paper has highlighted some of the issues inherent in the production of feminine
epistemology through sex-magical praxis and its study in the academy, shared promising
multidisciplinary pathways in research and practice, and offered innovative post-Thelemic
interpretations of magical femininity in the figure of the Thelemic goddess Babalon. As a result
of a reflexive, practical engagement with this subject over the course of more than three
decades, a methodology and process has been clarified by which it has been possible to identify
a wide range of esoteric features and phenomenological dynamics within experiences of
eroticised magical consciousness, as well as developing techniques by which a subject may
enter these ecstatic, altered states of consciousness and status orgasmus at will. The material
drawn from personal research has been put forth for the purpose of demonstration and is part
of a work in progress. The parameters of mapping out the female subtle body and related sexual
practices are complex and it’s hoped that by sharing research and results, further discourse and
innovative models for gynocentric sex-magical practices will emerge. The creation of new
cartographies of physical erogenous zones and associated subtle body in women and the
development of altered states of consciousness and praxis in tandem present exciting
possibilities for the manifestation of innovative, inclusive erotic sacred technologies and of
opportunities for women to take positions of authorship and virtuosity in developing innovative
sex-magical knowledge systems. Arguably the intersections between the revolutionary erotic
magical consciousness of women as Babalon and Rosi Braidotti’s vision of the ‘change in
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civilisation’63 that will occur with the redefinition of the subject woman/women reveals the
potential esoteric dimensions of a new aeon apocalypsis. The Babalon/156 Current takes on a
different structure than Crowley envisaged, because it deconstructs and reforms the magical
agency of the Babalon priestess and shifts her orientation from passivity to dissymmetric,
autonomous activity.
The formulas of Arn and the ‘Song of the Siren’ provide insights into potential gynocentric
magical, ontology, erotic phenomenologies, altered states of consciousness and the contextual
basis of a kinetic theory of the Goddess Babalon that would ground such experiments.
Producing a cohesive, self-generated process that reworks existing magical paradigms and
modalities and replaces them with models that give authority to women’s sexuality within
occult practice, whereby the physical body becomes the grounding of an erotic, magical
continuum in which many lost fragments of feminine sexual gnosis are retrieved, reconfigured
and projected into a forward looking magical system. The data from scientific studies and
experiential methodology in magical praxis that informs this paper points towards how
extensive, nuanced exploration of the motile, multiplicitous features of women’s sexuality,
orgasmic response and vital force can generate a non-textual, kinetic-erotic language and subtle
architecture to commune with the mysteries of the Babalon/156 Current at source.
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